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ABSTRACT
Runtime models provide a snapshot of a system at runtime at a
desired level of abstraction. Via a causal connection to the modeled
system and by employing model-driven engineering techniques,
runtime models support schemes for (runtime) adaptation where
data from previous snapshots facilitate more informed decisions.
Nevertheless, although runtimemodels andmodel-based adaptation
techniques have been the focus of extensive research, schemes that
treat the evolution of the model over time as a first-class citizen
have only lately received attention. Consequently, there is a lack of
sophisticated technology for such runtime models with history.
We present a querying scheme where the integration of tempo-
ral requirements with incremental model queries enables scalable
querying for runtime models with history. Moreover, our scheme
provides for a memory-efficient storage of such models. By integrat-
ing these two features into an adaptation loop, we enable efficient
history-aware self-adaptation via runtime models, of which we
present an implementation.
KEYWORDS
runtime models, model queries, temporal requirements, temporal
logic, self-adaptation, incremental pattern matching
1 INTRODUCTION
A runtime model provides a view on a running system at a desired
level of abstraction that can be used for monitoring, analyzing,
or adapting the system through a causal connection between the
model and the system [58], i.e., any relevant change of the sys-
tem is reflected in the model and vice versa [13]. Runtime models
typically capture snapshot-based representations of the modeled
system in its current state [8]. Thereby, they provide an abstract
view on a current system configuration that, via causal connection
and employing model-driven engineering techniques, can support
online (model-based) adaptation schemes [13, 28] which mitigate
the difficulty of managing complex interconnected systems [44].
Capturing the evolution of runtime models [1] has been shown
to be a promising direction to cope with the increasing complexity
of software systems and their dynamic environments [9]. Further-
more, it is often desired, and sometimes required by application
domains, e.g., healthcare [17], that model-based schemes recollect
previous observations and utilize these historical data in future ac-
tivities: For instance, more informed adaptations can be enabled via
expanding runtime models to capture the history of system changes
and interactions [24], which can be utilized to address emergent
circumstances [52] or predict potential future changes [45].
Although runtime models, model queries, and adaptation based
on runtime model changes have been the focus of extensive re-
search (cf. [10]), schemes that treat the evolution of the runtime
model over time, referred to as Runtime Model with History (RTMH)
in the following, as a first-class citizen have only lately received at-
tention (cf. [26]). Moreover, in order to utilize the history of complex
systems that operate in highly dynamic environments for online
adaptations, RTMH technology should be capable of consolidating
numerous changes into the RTMH, often arriving at a high pace [16]
and in the form of events [22], as well as provide facilities for storing
and querying the historical event data in a scalable manner.
Runtime models have been utilized in (self-)adaptation schemes
where incremental model queries are employed to detect issues
requiring system adaptation, e.g., failures, in an efficient manner
(cf. [29]). However, the history of system changes is not captured
and adaptation decisions are only made based on the current system
state. The idea of runtime models enriched with history in the form
of past event data where queries impose temporal requirements on
matched patterns has been, so far, treated only preliminarily and ad
hoc, e.g., by a manual translation of a single example of a restricted
form that supports only past requirements [49]. In this paper, we
extend the scheme envisioned in [49] and present a version which
lifts the restrictions, supports complex queries with both past and
future requirements, and their systematic operationalization. We
extend the scheme further to support a full online adaptation cycle
employing incremental model queries, which enables history-aware
adaptations where real-time, efficient storage and querying for data
generated by events are key.
Our contributions are as follows. First, we present a scalable
online scheme for the incremental processing of pattern-based
model queries which support temporal logic operators. The ap-
proach automatically maps a temporal graph logic formula to a
network of simple graph sub-queries. Secondly, our scheme allows
for memory-efficient RTMH via an automated, a priori analysis
of the model queries that only keeps data in the RTMH that are
necessary to evaluate the model queries correctly. By integrating
these two contributions into a self-adaptation loop, we enable effi-
cient history-aware self-adaptation via runtime models. Finally, we
present an implementation of the querying scheme embedded in
an adaptation loop, evaluate it on simulated real and synthetic logs
from the medical domain, and compare it to a baseline acquired by
a relevant state-of-the-art tool.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the building blocks of our scheme. An overview of the scheme and
its utilization to enable history-aware self-adaptation is presented
in Section 3. The incremental matching of patterns with temporal
requirements is presented in Section 4, while Section 5 details the
query analysis that enables memory-efficient RTMH. We evaluate
the performance of our prototypical implementation in Section 6,
discuss related work in Section 7, and conclude the paper as well
as discuss future work in Section 8.
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Figure 1: Type graph TG of Σ, the RTMH H , and n patterns
2 FOUNDATIONS
2.1 Runtime Models for Self-adaptation
A runtime model captures a snapshot-based representation of the
current state of the modeled system at a desired level of abstrac-
tion [8]. Self-adaptation can be generally achieved by adding, remov-
ing, and re-configuring components as well as connectors among
components in the system architecture [42], therefore, software
architecture is typically considered an appropriate abstraction level,
e.g., [27, 28]. Runtime models may be used for adapting the system
through a causal connection between the model and the system [58].
Model queries are employed to retrieve data from a runtime model.
The established practice of representing the runtime model as a
graph captures architectural components as vertices, connectors
between components as edges, and information about the com-
ponents as attributes [57]. The model conforms to a metamodel
that specifies a language for runtime models and defines types of
vertices, edges, and attributes.
Formally, a graph-based runtime model can be represented as
a typed attributed graph where a graph is typed over a type graph,
in the same manner a runtime model conforms to its metamodel.
For an example, see Fig. 1 for the type graph TG of an abstract
elementary system Σ. A graph-based representation allows for the
utilization of established formalisms, such as typed, attributed graph
transformation [23], for the maintenance and adaptation of the
model, whereby graph transformation rules are employed to capture
model queries as well as perform in-place model transformations.
In short, let G be a graph representation of the runtime model
(effectively, the system architecture), and ρ a graph transformation
rule. A rule ρ is characterized by a left-hand side (LHS) and a right-
hand side (RHS) graph pattern which define the precondition and
postcondition of an application of ρ respectively. In this context,
the LHS describes a structural fragment of the architecture and the
RHS the corresponding model transformation. A matchm of LHS
inG corresponds to an occurrence of LHS inG and identifies a part
of the runtime model where the transformation should occur. The
LHS of a rule can also be used to characterize a graph query, which
is the equivalent graph-based notion of a model query.
To realize architectural self-adaptation, a system is equipped
with a MAPE-K feedback loop that monitors and analyzes the
system and, if needed, plans and executes an adaptation of the
system via making architectural changes, i.e., adding and remov-
ing components as well as connectors among components in the
system architecture [27]. All four MAPE activities are based on
knowledge [39]. The feedback loop maintains a runtime model as
part of its knowledge to represent the current state of the architec-
ture. Rule-based self-adaptation schemes employ adaptation rules
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Figure 2: Example: GDN (left) and Marking Rules for θ
to capture events (during monitoring phase), check whether the
events triggered any adaptation issues (during analysis) and plan
for and execute an adaptation (during planning and execution re-
spectively) [41]. The graph-based representation of runtime models
allows for a realization of adaptation rules in form of graph trans-
formation rules where analysis is performed via model queries and
the system is adapted via in-place model transformations [28].
2.2 Efficient Pattern Matching for Queries
The process of finding matches of LHS patterns inG is called graph
pattern matching and corresponds to the execution of a graph query
specified by the pattern LHS. In certain cases however, simple pat-
terns are not sufficient as a language for specifying more sophisti-
cated application conditions of adaptation rules, for instance if the
existence of certain model elements should be prohibited. In those
cases, LHS patterns and thus graph queries are enhanced with a set
of application conditions ac which every matchm should satisfy.
In the following, a graph query q is characterized by a pattern n
and application conditions ac , denoted q(n,ac).
A graph query is a declarative means to express a sought pattern
and its application conditions. The query itself does not specify a
method for its operationalization, i.e., instructions on how to exe-
cute the query over a graph. In this work, for the operationalization
of queries, we build on [11], which supports ac formulated as Nested
Graph Conditions (NGCs) [34]. NGCs support the nesting of pat-
terns to bind graph elements in outer conditions and relate them to
inner (nested) conditions. Moreover, NGCs support the first-order
logic operators negation (¬), existential quantification (∃), and con-
junction (∧) and thus have the expressive power of first-order logic
on graphs [46] and constitute, as such, a natural formal foundation
for pattern-based queries. The approach in [11] presents a formal
framework for the decomposition of a query with an arbitrarily
complex NGC as ac into a suitable ordering of simpler sub-queries,
which is called a generalized discrimination network (GDN). A GDN
is a directed acyclic graph where each graph node represents a
(sub-)query. To avoid confusion, we refer to the GDN as a network.
Dependencies between sub-queries are represented by edges from
child nodes, i.e. the nodes whose results are required, to the parent
node, i.e. the node which requires the results. Dependencies can
either be positive, i.e. the sub-query realized by the parent node
requires the presence of matches of the child node, or negative,
i.e., the sub-query of the parent node forbids the presence of such
matches. The query is executed bottom-up: the execution starts
with leaves and proceeds upwards in the network. The terminal
node computes the overall result of the query.
In [11], a GDN is realized as a set of graph transformation rules
where each GDN node, i.e., each (sub-)query, is associated with one
transformation rule. The LHS of the rule searches for matches of
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the corresponding query in a given graphG. The RHS of the rule
creates for each match amarking node inG andmarking edges from
the marking node to each element of the match—marking nodes
are not to be confused with regular graph nodes in G (which, in
this context, represent system components) thus we use the term
vertex for the latter. In order to be able to create marking nodes
and edges, the transformation rules of a GDN are typed over an
extended type graph which adds the required types for marking
nodes and edges to the initial type graph. The LHS of queries with
dependencies have ac that require the existence of marking nodes
of their positive dependencies and forbid the existence of marking
nodes of their negative dependencies.
As an example, assume the following graph query q(n1,θ )where
θ B n1, (n1.1 ∧ ¬n1.2), which captures the following (structural)
requirement: all matches of n1 can be extended to a pattern n1.1 but
not to a pattern n1.2 The patterns are based on the TG of system Σ
(introduced in Section 2.1) and are shown in Fig. 1 (bottom). The
nesting of patterns implies a binding of the vertex of type X from
inner patterns, i.e., all patterns refer to the same element inH . Note
that, for presentation purposes, we adopt a simplified grammar
for NGCs that omits existential quantifiers for patterns as well as
the operator true which is always satisfied and marks the end of a
nested condition, e.g., in θ , we write n1.1 instead of ∃(n1.1, true).
The GDN for q is shown in Fig. 2 (left), where each square rep-
resents a GDN node. Each node is associated with a marking rule.
The GDN consists of three nodes, i.e., rules: the node N1.1 for the
query searching for n1.1, the node N1.2 for pattern n1.2 and the
topmost node N1 for pattern n1. Node N1 computes its matches by
matching its pattern and checking whether both of its dependencies
are satisfied (conjunction in θ ). The negative dependency which
captures the negation in θ (drawn by a dashed line) is satisfied
when a match for N1 can not be extended by a match for N1.2. All
nodes are realized by transformation rules whose LHS matches
a pattern and whose RHS creates marking nodes and edges that
mark the matches of the LHS. The rules for nodes N1.1, N1.2, N1
are shown in Fig. 2, where (i) vertices are shown by rectangles, (ii)
marking nodes by circles, and (iii) the marking nodes and edges
added by a rule are annotated with "++". For presentation purposes,
the illustrations of rules contain both LHS and RHS.
A GDN is capable of being executed incrementally and thus
enables efficient, incremental pattern matching. Changes inG can
propagate through the network, whose nodes only recompute their
results if the change concerns them or one of their dependencies.
2.3 Runtime Models with History
A Runtime Model with History (RTMH) [49] consolidates the evo-
lution of a runtime model in a single graph and as such it consti-
tutes the cornerstone of our scheme. An RTMH can be obtained by
an adjustment to the system metamodel such that each element
is equipped with a creation and deletion timestamp, cts and dts
respectively—see TG in Fig. 1. Based on monitoring data, when
an element is created or deleted in the represented system, its cts,
respectively dts, is updated accordingly in the RTMH. At the time
of creation, the dts of an element is set by default to ∞. For an
example of a RTMH, see H in Fig. 1, where the cts and dts of each el-
ement reflects the latest monitoring data. Note that, some elements,
e.g., the edge y1, have been removed from the modeled system yet
featured in the RTMH. By featuring removed elements, i.e., compo-
nents whose dts is in the past or present, an RTMH transcends the
traditional notion of causal connection.
2.4 Queries over RTMH
We introduce graph queries that, via their ac , express temporal
requirements on patterns. Such queries provide a powerful means
to query the history or evolution of a system execution, as the latter
is reflected in RTMH. An example is the following requirement:
“For all matches of n1 in H at a time point t , at least one match of n1.2
should be found at some time point t ′ ∈ [t , t+2], that is at most 2 time
units later. In addition, at each time point t ′′ ∈ [t , t ′) in between, at
least one match for n1.1 should be present.”, where all patterns refer
to the same vertex of type X in H. The specification of such require-
ments is enabled by Metric Temporal Graph Logic (MTGL) [31, 50].
MTGL builds on NGCs andMetric Temporal Logic [40] to enable the
specification of Metric Temporal Graph Conditions (MTGCs) which
support metric, i.e, interval-based, temporal operators: the future
until (UI , where I is a time interval1) and eventually (♢I ), and their
dual past operators since (SI ) and once (♦I ).
MTGL reasons over a sequence of graphs, which in this context
represents consecutive snapshots of the runtime model. However,
as shown in [31], a graph sequence can be uniquely folded into a
graph with history. In a graph with history, each node and edge is
associated with a creation timestamp cts and a deletion timestamp
dts. To store these values, the type graph is extended by appropriate
attributes. MTGCs can also be equivalently checked over a graph
with history, which here corresponds to an RTMH.
The exemplary requirement above is captured by the MTGC
ζ B n1, (n1.1 U[0,2] n1.2). The intuition behind until is reversed for
the past operator since, e.g. (n1.1 S[0,2] n1.2), which requires that
when n1.1 is matched at time point t , a match for n1.2 has existed
at some time point t ′ ∈ [t − 2, t], and that at every time point
t ′′ ∈ (t ′, t] in between, a match for n1.1 is present in the graph.
The operators eventually (♢I ) and once (♦I ) are abbreviations of
until and since: ♢I n1 = trueUI n1 and ♦I n1 = true SI n1. The query
q(n1, ζ ) computes all matches of n1 in H that satisfy the MTGC ζ .
3 INTEMPO: A QUERYING SCHEME
EXTENDED FOR SELF-ADAPTATION
In the following, we present the basic modules of our querying
scheme named InTempo (from Incremental queries with Temporal
requirements) together with the extensions that are integrated in
an adaptation engine (Fig. 3) to realize self-adaptation based on the
case-study. The engine consists of the standard MAPE activities,
plus the novel and optional maintain activity (in gray), sensing and
affecting an adaptable software via an RTMH.
3.1 Overview of InTempo for Adaptation
InTempo consists of three basic modules. The C module (for con-
struction) is executed prior to the adaptation loop (during setup of
the engine) and takes a graph query with temporal requirements
1A (time) interval I is a set I = {t | t ∈ IR+0 ∧ τ ≤ t ≤ τ ′ }, where τ , τ ′ ∈ IR+0 ,
and τ , τ ′ is the lower, respectively upper, bound of the interval. An interval I is also
denoted by [τ , τ ′] and its lower and upper bound by ℓ(I ), respectively u(I ).
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Figure 3: Overview of Adaptation Engine
captured by an MTGC as input and constructs a temporal GDN
by decomposing the query into simpler sub-queries. The module
extends the GDN construction presented in Section 2.2 by introduc-
ing concepts for capturing and handling structural matches whose
validity is based on the creation and deletion time point of their
elements. TheM module (for matching) operates within the adapta-
tion loop (cf. Fig. 3) and executes the temporal GDN, i.e., it searches
for matches of queries. The module ensures that only (sub-)queries
whose matches are affected by changes are re-executed and takes
into account temporal requirements on matches. This module is
executed in the analysis activity of the loop. The P module (for
pruning) is executed both in setup and within the loop. In setup, it
analyzes the query to derive an upper bound on the time window
within which elements of the RTMH could be used in the evaluation
of the query. Then, during the maintain activity of the loop, the
module uses these derived cut-off points to decide whether to prune
elements from the RTMH that have been removed from the system
and are not usable by future query executions.
The previously presented modules form a (stand-alone) scal-
able querying scheme which enables the incremental matching of
patterns with temporal requirements. The T module (for transfor-
mation) is an extension that enables self-adaptation via realizing
the execution activity of the loop. It processes the query matches,
which in this context represent issues requiring adaptation, and
performs in-place model transformations, i.e., adaptation actions.
3.2 Case-Study: Smart Healthcare System
Our case-study is based on a service-based simulated Smart Health-
care System (SHS). The SHS is based on smartmedical environments
[48] where sensors periodically collect physiological measurements
of patients, i.e., data such as temperature, heart-beat, and blood pres-
sure, and certain medical procedures are automated and performed
by devices, such as a smart pump administering medicine, based
on the collected patient measurements—as otherwise a clinician
would be doing. The metamodel of the SHS (Fig. 4) is influenced
by the exemplar of a self-adaptive service-based medical system
in [59] and captures an RTMH as an instance of the Architecture
class. To meet the requirements for an RTMH, all other elements
elements inherit from MonitorableEntity, i.e., are equipped with a
creation and deletion timestamp.
In our SHS, services are invoked by a main service called SHSSer-
vice to collect measurements (from patient sensors) or take medical
cts : ELong
dts : ELong
MonitorableEntity
status : EString
Probe
AdaptationAction
[0..*]
Issue
Effector
SHSService
DrugService
Architecture
PMonitoringService
pID : EInt
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Figure 4: Metamodel of the SHS (excerpt)
actions (via patient effectors, e.g. pump), the former called PMonitor-
ingService and the latter DrugService. Invocations are triggered by
effectors (Effector) and invocation results are tracked via monitoring
probes (Probe) that are attached on Services. Probes are generated
periodically or upon events in the real world. Each Probe has a
status attribute whose value depends on the type of Service. Each
Service has a patientID attribute which identifies the patient for
whom the Service is invoked.
3.3 History-Aware Self-Adaptation
In the following, we build on our SHS to envisage a (self-)adaptation
scenario that enacts a medical instruction. The instruction imposes
temporal requirements on the operation of the SHS which are
checked and enforced by the five activities of the adaptation loop
which are described below. The scenario is based on the medical
guideline on the treatment of sepsis [47], a possibly life-threatening
condition. We focus on the basic instruction that reads: “between ER
Sepsis Triage and IV Antibiotics should be less than 1 hour”, where
ER Sepsis Triage and IV Antibiotics are procedure actions for sepsis
documented in real records of patients in a hospital [43]. Based on
the SHS metamodel and the available hospital data, we envisage
the procedure described in the guideline performed by the SHS.
In detail, an ER Sepsis Triage event is simulated as a Probe with a
status equal to sepsis, generated for a PMonitoringService pm which
has been invoked by a SHSService s. An IV Antibiotics event is
simulated as a Probe with status antibiotics from a Drug Service d
which has also been invoked by s. To make sure these two actions
are referring to the same patient, we require that the patientID of d
and pm are equal. The pattern fragments capturing the occurrence
of these events in our SHS are depicted in patterns p1 and p1.2
in Fig. 5. Based on p1 and p1.2, the instruction is formulated in
MTGL by the MTGC ψ B (p1, (♢[0,3600] p1.2)), that is, for every
match of p1 which identifies a (previously untreated) patient with
sepsis, eventually in the next hour there is a match for pattern p1.2
which identifies the administration of antibiotics to that patient.
The system is assumed to track time in seconds. We describe the
adaptation activities in detail.
Monitor. During the monitoring activity, the recent events (new
readings captured by Probes since the last invocation of the loop)
together with their cts and dts values are reflected in the RTMH,
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Figure 5: Illustrated Patterns for Case-study
which is an instantiation of theArchitecture. Therefore, the RTMH is
updated to represent the current architectural system configuration
enriched with the relevant temporal data.
Analyze. The analysis activity detects the potential adaptation is-
sues, which in this context are captured by violations of ψ , i.e.,
the existence in the RTMH of structural patterns that reflect sepsis
cases (p1) without associated antibiotics (p1.2) within one hour. The
detection is based on the execution of the temporal GDN by the
M module of InTempo. The temporal GDN is obtained by the C
module during the setup of the adaptation loop.
We remark that we aim to detect violations ofψ . Therefore, in
order for matches to constitute violations of sepsis cases that can
be adapted, we execute the following graph query: q(p1,ϕ1), where
ϕ1 B p1,¬(♢[0,3600] p1.2). Furthermore, in order to challenge our
scheme with a more complicated scenario, we also search for viola-
tions for a variation ofψ . Namely, that no patient with sepsis should
be released from the medical environment prior to being treated, a
requirement that resembles conformance checks of medical proce-
dures (cf. [43]). Once more, we rely on the real hospital data and
specifically the Release event. The structural pattern corresponding
to Release is patternp1.1, a minormodification of patternp1.2, where
the probe attached to a monitoring service has the value release.
The requirement is captured by ϕ2 B p1,¬(¬p1.1 U[0,3600] p1.2).
Note that an important aspect of analysis is the handling of poten-
tial violations, i.e., the matching of a sepsis pattern p1 that is not
yet associated to an antibiotics pattern p1.2 at the current RTMH
although there is still time for the requirement to be fulfilled in the
future. The planning activity only detects these cases as violations if
the time difference between the lower bound of the validity interval
of the match and the current time point is greater than the until
interval in the MTGC, which, in this case, is 3600 seconds.
The matches detected by the M module constitute adaptation is-
sues, and similar to [29], adaptation-related classes (in gray in Fig. 4)
are employed to facilitate the adaptation. During analysis, the mon-
itoring service involved in detected issues is annotated with an
instance of the Issue class. Therefore, to ensure that only new vio-
lations are matched, p1 contains an Issue node i (Fig. 5) surrounded
by a box which designates a negative pattern that should not be
matched. Issue nodes and other adaptation-related classes are cre-
ated by ordinary transformation rules.
Plan and Execute. In planning, the engine searches for sepsis probes
annotated with an issue. Upon finding them, it attaches an Effector
on the service to which the probe is attached. In execution, the T
module searches for effectors and upon finding them takes an adap-
tation action, i.e., administer antibiotics to the patient via a drug
service. This adaptation action is also reflected in the RTMH by cre-
ating an AdaptationAction which is associated to the handled Issue.
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Figure 6: Temporal GDN: Network and Marking Rules for ζ
Note that the adaptation has to respect the encoding of the RTMH,
which means setting the cts of created elements appropriately.
Maintain. Duringmaintenance, the P module uses the cut-off points
derived after the analysis of the MTGC during setup and prunes the
RTMH, i.e., it removes all elements that have a dts in the past and
cannot be used in future query evaluations. Following the removal
of elements, the GDN is re-executed to update matches.
4 INCREMENTAL MATCHING OF PATTERNS
WITH TEMPORAL REQUIREMENTS
In this section we present the inner workings of the matching mod-
ule of InTempo. The module incrementally searches for matches of
a query whose ac is formulated in MTGL in a RTMH. The matching
relies on a decomposition of an MTGC into simpler queries based
on a temporal GDN and the subsequent incremental, bottom-up
execution of the latter.
4.1 Matches and Their Lifespan
In the following, we refer to the framework in [11] (see Section 2.2)
as base approach. The base approach builds on graph queries where
application conditions are formulated as NGCs but does not support
the temporal operators until and since of MTGL. Building on the
base approach, we present our extensions, collectively referred to as
temporal approach or temporal GDN, which allows for the encoding
of temporal operators of MTGL by a GDN, and thus enable the
incremental matching of patterns with temporal requirements.
The temporal approach differs from the base approach (see Sec-
tion 2.2) in two key aspects: First, vertices and edges of a RTMH
encode data on their creation and deletion (via the cts and dts at-
tributes respectively), i.e. their lifetime, which introduces the notion
of a lifespan of a match, i.e. the time span for which the lifetimes of
all nodes and edges of the match overlap; Secondly, ac that express
temporal requirements for structural patterns (enabled by MTGL)
extend the notion of a (structural) match with a period of tempo-
ral validity. For instance, in ζ from Section 2.4, a match for n1 is
not valid (although present in the graph) unless a match for n1.2
is found within the specified interval. Note that, although in the
following we consider both vertices and edges, our implementation
aligns with recent approaches and focuses on matching vertices,
as, in the general case, edges can be encoded as vertices.
4.2 Marking Rules for Matches
The intersection of two intervals is always an interval, whereas the
union of two intervals i1 and i2 can only sometimes be encoded
as an interval. In this case, we say that i1 and i2 are adjacent, i.e.
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adjacent(i1, i2) = ∃i∪ ∈ I : i∪ = i1 ∪ i2, where I is the set of all
intervals. To encode unions that result in disjoint intervals, i.e. dis-
connected sets of time points, we define the fragmented interval
I = {i | i ∈ I}. Note that in the following, if we perform set opera-
tions on fragmented intervals, we consider the set of time points
encoded by the fragmented interval rather than the intervals in I.
To capture the lifespan of matches, we equip the types of marking
nodes in the type graph with an attribute λ of type fragmented in-
terval. We extend the marking rules of the base approach to set the
attribute λ of the created marking nodes to the lifespan of the match
m, where the latter is defined as the intersection of the lifetimes of
the matched elements E:
λm =
⋂
e ∈E
de (1)
where de is given by e .λ if e is a marking node, and by [e .cts, e .dts]
otherwise. The functionality of the rule remains otherwise un-
changed. We name this extended marking rule MR∗.
4.3 Marking Rules for Aggregating Matches
The requirements of until in ζ from the example in Section 2.4
stipulate that at least a single match for n1.1 is present in the graph
until at least one n1.2 is matched. In order to evaluate this, we need
to keep track of the lifespans of all matches for n1.1 and n1.2. The
number of these matches might vary in every GDN update, a prop-
erty which is not covered by conventional graph transformation
rules as presented in Section 2.1. To allow for a marking node to
possibly be associated with a varying number of graph elements,
as required by until and since, we introduce the concept of an amal-
gamated marking rule (αMR). The latter stems from amalgamated
graph transformations [12], where an arbitrary number of parallel
transformations are amalgamated, i.e., merged, into a single rule
applied to the same model in one transformation step. The LHS of
αMR contains a kernel of graph elements that are bound by the
enclosing operator (in ζ , that would be a vertex of type X) and a
multi-rule which matches an arbitrary number of instances of a
certain marking node type. An αMR thus groups the marking nodes
matched by the multi-rule by matches of the kernel. Hence, the
αMR corresponds to a GDN node with a single dependency to the
node that creates the marking nodes which the αMR groups.
Similar to MR∗, the RHS of an αMR creates an α marking node
which is connected to themarking nodes of its dependency (matched
by the multi-rule) and the elements of its pattern in the kernel
marked by those marking nodes. If the dependency is positive, the
lifespan of the marking node αMR is computed by intersecting
the lifespan of the match of the kernelmK with the union of the
lifespans of the marking nodes EM matched by the multi-rule:
λαPAC = λ
mK ∩
⋃
e ∈EM
λe (2)
If the dependency is negative, the relative complement is computed
instead of the intersection:
λαNAC = λ
mK \
⋃
e ∈EM
λe (3)
See Fig. 6 (middle) for an example of αMR for n1.1 from ζ . Note that
the depiction of marking rules for the temporal GDN is illustrated
by a split marking node: The bottom compartment contains the
lifespan of the marking node.
4.4 Marking Rules for Temporal Operators
Finally, we introduce two dedicatedmarking rules for until and since,
named UMR and SMR respectively, whose LHS patterns contain
elements that are bound by its enclosing query. The UMR and SMR
have a dedicated dependency for both their left and right operand
and perform a special computation for the lifespan of the marking
nodes they create. Let λα
ℓ
, λαr be the lifespan of left, respectively
right, operand of until. An example of the UMR for ζ is shown
in Fig. 6 (right). The computation of the lifespan of UMR is the
following: for every right interval i ∈ λαr and every adjacent left
interval j ∈ Ji , where Ji = {j | j ∈ λαℓ ∧ adjacent(i, j)}, we compute
the right pivot interval ν of i and the left pivot interval µ of j.
ν (i) = [ℓ(i) − u(IU),u(i) − ℓ(IU)] (4)
µ(j) = [ℓ(j),u(j) − ℓ(IU)] (5)
Considering only adjacent intervals ensures the satisfaction of the
requirement of until that there is a match of the left operand con-
tinuously until there is a match of the right operand. The pivot
intervals allow us to check whether the matches of the left and
right operand occur with appropriate timing with respect to the
relative interval IU defined by the until operator in the formula, i.e.
the interval [0, 2] in ζ . The intersection of ν (i) and µ(j) then marks
an interval where until is satisfied. The total satisfaction λsatU is
computed as the union of all satisfaction intervals:
λsatU =
⋃
i ∈λαr
⋃
j ∈Ji
ν (i) ∩ µ(j) (6)
The computation of the lifespan for a SMR is similar to a UMR.
They only differ in the computation of ν and µ which for since are:
ν (i) = [ℓ(i) + ℓ(IS),u(i) + u(IS)] (7)
µ(j) = [ℓ(j) + ℓ(IS),u(j)] (8)
where IS is the specific interval of the since operator. For the oper-
ators eventually and once, where the left-hand operand is always
true, their λα
ℓ
is equal to IR+0 .
The case where ℓ(IU) = 0 (or, in the case of since, ℓ(IS) = 0)
is special, because according to the specification of MTGL, the
formula can be satisfied without any occurrence of a match for the
left operand. Therefore, the computation of λsatU is slightly adapted:
λsatU0 = λ
sat
U ∪ λαr (9)
The computation is analogously adapted for since.
4.5 GDN Construction and Example
In the previous section, we were concerned with marking nodes
created by the GDN rules. In this section, we focus on GDN nodes
which form the components of the network and represent rule
applications. Regarding the construction of a temporal GDN from
an MTGC, there are two extensions to the base approach: First,
we represent UMR and SMR with two new types of GDN nodes
for until and since respectively. For each such node, we add depen-
dencies to the GDN nodes realizing the left and right operands of
the corresponding temporal operator. Secondly, instead of adding
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Figure 7: Computed Intervals for ζ over RTMH H
direct dependencies from a GDN node β to another GDN node
γ , where both β and γ realize a part of the MTGC, we construct
an intermediate α node, i.e., a GDN node realized by an αMR. We
add a dependency from α to γ , which is negative iff the original
dependency is negative, and a positive dependency from β to α .
Note that this means that in a temporal GDN, only α nodes may
have negative dependencies.
See Fig. 6 (left) for the temporal GDN of ζ , where the novel α
nodes are in dark gray. The patterns n1.1 and n1.2 are represented
by nodes N ∗1.1 and N
∗
1.1 respectively. These nodes are both depen-
dencies of their respective α nodes. The U node is dependent on the
two α nodes. Finally, node N ∗1 , the one created for n1, is dependent
on an α node with dependency U. For more complex constructions,
the instructions in [11] apply. We now present an example of an
execution of the query q(n1, ζ ) over the RTMH H in Fig. 1. In the
example, we assume the query is executed at time point t = 9. The
execution consists of seven phases. The computed intervals are
illustrated in Fig. 7.
I An MR∗ rule for n1.1 is applied (node N ∗1.1 in the GDN in Fig. 6).
One match is found and thus one marking node is created with
λ1.1 = [5, 7], i.e., the lifespan of the match, based on Equation 1.
II The αMR of node α1.1 is applied. One vertex of type X is
matched and one marking node of type N ∗1.1. The marking
node created by αMR groups the lifespans of its dependencies
(in this case, only one equal to [5, 7]) based on Equation 2 and
stores the result into its attribute λα1.1.
III The MR∗ of node N ∗1.2 is applied. Two matches are found and
two marking nodes are created with lifespans [6, 8] and [8, 9]
respectively.
IV The αMR of node α1.2 is applied. One match of type X is found
and two marking nodes of type N ∗1.2. One marking node is
created whose result groups the lifespans of its dependencies
and stores it in λα1.2 = [6, 9].
V The UMR of node U is applied. One match for a vertex of type X
is found and two marking nodes for the left and right operand
respectively. The lifespans of the right marking node λα1.2 are
checked on whether they are adjacent to any of the intervals in
the lifespan of the left marking node λα1.1. This is true for two
lifespans. The right pivot ν1 = [4, 7] and left pivot µ1 = [5, 7]
for these two lifespans are computed based on Equation 4 and
Equation 5 respectively. The lower bound of until is 0 so we
have the special case where the satisfaction interval of until is
computed by Equation 9 as the union between the intersections
of µ and ν and the λα1.2 which is [5, 9].
VI The αMR of node αU is applied. The lifespan of the created
marking node is computed to be λαU = [5, 9].
VII TheMR∗ of nodeN ∗1 is applied. One vertex of type X is matched
and one marking node of type αU. The lifespan of the match is
their intersection: [5, 9].
Finally, the executed query returns a match for n1 and the (possi-
bly fragmented) interval during which, besides being structurally
present in the graph, the match satisfies the temporal requirements
expressed by the MTGC ζ . Employed for self-adaptation, the tem-
poral GDN incrementally computes in each execution step all new
matches, i.e., adaptation issues, as soon as possible and marks them
with a marking node. These marking nodes, together with the graph
elements they mark, remain in the RTMH in subsequent steps.
5 MEMORY-EFFICIENT RTMH
In this section we present the query analysis of the P module that
allows for memory-efficient RTMH. By deletion timestamps, an
RTMH retains information about elements that have been possi-
bly removed from the represented system. This wealth in insight
comes with a price: the perpetual accumulation of historical data
causes the RTMH to constantly grow in size. A possible remedy
is to utilize external, domain-specific retention policies of patient
records, such as the ones publicly available for national healthcare
systems, e.g., [53]. Based on such policies, a process can perform
periodical garbage-collection, where obsolete elements are pruned
from the model and thus memory is freed.
Although such generic removal policies provide a certain upper
bound for memory consumption, cluttering the model with obsolete
data may lead to deteriorating performance of the pattern match-
ing as more elements have to be considered. A more fine-grained
solution than generic policies is to derive this information by the
considered queries and their temporal requirements.
We define a function that computes a cut-off point for elements
in the RTMH based on an MTGC χ1 as follows:
κ(χ1) =

t ′ +max (κ(χ1.1),κ(χ1.2)) if χ1 = χ1.1U[t,t ′]χ1.2
t ′ +max (κ(χ1.1),κ(χ1.2)) if χ1 = χ1.1S[t,t ′]χ1.2
max (κ(χ1.1),κ(χ1.2)) if χ1 = χ1.1 ∧ χ1.2
κ(χ1.1) if χ1 = ¬χ1.1
κ(χ1.1) if χ1 = ∃(n1, χ1.1)
0 if χ1 = true
(10)
Recall that all MTGCs reduce to true (Section 2.4) but for presen-
tation purposes, their syntax has been simplified. Moreover, here
we assume that cut-off points need to be calculated for only one
query. In case multiple queries are executed at once over the RTMH,
Equation 10 has to be adjusted to calculate the upper bound based
on all queries in question.
The cut-off point κ(χ1) corresponds to an upper bound for the
maximum number of time units after which a deleted graph element
can still be part of a match that may contribute to the satisfaction
of the formula χ1 at the time of checking it. For each graph element
e , we can hence derive an upper bound of its relevance window, i.e.
the window during which an element could be used in checking the
ac of queries, by temax = e .dts + κ(χ1). By deriving the maximum
time point that deleted elements can be reused in checking the ac ,
we ensure that no element has been pruned prior to the end of its
relevance window, and thus that completeness of query results is
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Figure 8: Cumulative Time of Loop Activities for ϕ1
not affected. For the formula ζ from Section 2.4, the derived cut-off
is 2, i.e., elements need to be retained in the RTMH H for 2 time
units after their deletion.
Pruning could reduce the size of the matching search space and
thus improve the matching time. On the other hand, due to the
re-computation of matches after one or more removals have oc-
curred, pruning could potentially incur an increase in the overall
adaptation time. Provided such considerations have been made, this
step renders an RTMH memory-efficient, in that, it is sustainable re-
gardless of whether external memory-saving measures are present
or too coarse, e.g., the ones in healthcare mentioned above.
6 EVALUATION
Our implementation of InTempo embedded in the adaptation en-
gine (cf. Section 3) is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) [25, 54], which is a widespread MDE technology for creating
metamodels of architectures. For pattern matching, we employ the
Story Diagram Interpreter (SD) [30] optimized according to [2]. SD
uses local search to start the search from a specific element of the
graph and thus reduces the pattern matching effort [38]. For com-
putations on intervals we employ an open-source library [33]. For
the removal of elements from the runtime model, we transparently
replace the native EMF method, via a Java agent, with an optimized
version which reduces the potentially expensive shifting of cells in
the underlying array list and renders the removal more scalable.
To evaluate our implementation, we developed a simulator of
the adaptable SHS presented in Section 3.2. Our simulations replay
events, based on real as well as synthesized patient data on a RTMH.
The logs are described in Section 6.1. Based on the processed log
event, a corresponding structural fragment is added to the RTMH,
for instance, an ER Sepsis Triage corresponds to the pattern p1
(Fig. 5) being added to the model. We implemented two variants of
InTempo: IT⟳ which contains the construction (C), the matching
(M) and the transformation (T ) module and IT⟳+P which contains
all of the above plus the pruning (P) module—the left circle arrow
symbolizes the loop-based adaptation. In Section 6.2, we compare
the time-scalability of the two variants based on multiple logs with
a varying arrival rate of events.2 We compare the performance of
IT⟳ and IT⟳+P in the detection of adaptation issues, i.e., analysis
activity, to a baseline acquired by MonPoly, a state-of-the-art
event-based monitoring tool. Besides time- and memory-scalability,
the comparison touches on aspects of usability and monitorability.
Finally, we discuss threats to validity in Section 6.4.
2All experiments and simulations have been conducted on a QuadCore Intel i7 and an
OpenJDK8 JVM. Memory measurements are based on values reported by the JVM.
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6.1 Input Logs
The log used in our experiments (in the following, real log) contains
1049 trajectories of sepsis patients admitted to a hospital within 1.5
years [43]. Each trajectory comprises a sequence of events, among
which, we are interested in the ER Sepsis Triage (ER), IV Antibiotics
(IV), and Release (RE) events. A trajectory starts with an ER event,
and IV and RE events might follow. The inter-arrival time (IAT)
between two ER events defines the arrival rate of trajectories (as an
ER initiates a trajectory). We use statistical probability distribution
fitting to find the best-fitting distribution that characterizes the
inter-arrival times between: two ER events (IATE ), an ER and an
IV (IATI ), and an ER and an RE (IATR ). Then, we use statistical
bootstrapping [19] to generate two synthetic logs, x10 and x100,
with IATE values that are 10 and 100 times smaller respectively
than IATE values of the real log, while IATI and IATR remain as
in the real log. As a result, x10 and x100 cover the same period of
time as the real log, and increase the trajectory density (approx.)
10 and 100 times respectively, allowing us to test the scalability of
InTempo without compromising the statistical characteristics of
the real log.
6.2 Implementation Variants IT⟳ and IT⟳+P
Although pruning the RTMH is required for memory-efficiency, we
implemented a variant of InTempo without the maintain activity,
i.e., without pruning. Besides serving as a baseline for IT⟳+P , IT⟳
could be useful in application domains where it is known that
queries of interest change often and thus cut-off points cannot
be derived a priori, as historical data might be useful for another
query in the future. Moreover, in certain cases, the incurred cost of
pruning on the loop execution time might be undesirable.
We evaluate IT⟳ and IT⟳+P with respect to their reaction time
(or loop time) over an increasing amount of log events and model
sizes. In this context, the reaction time is equal to the required time
for a loop, i.e., the time from when an issue is detected to when
a corresponding adaptation action has been performed. Thus the
reaction time consists of times for analysis, planning, execution
and, for IT⟳+P , maintenance time. The time spent in monitoring,
i.e., processing an event and adding the corresponding fragment to
the RTMH, is negligible and thus not measured. A loop is invoked
periodically based on a predefined but modifiable frequency. In our
experiments, based on the IATE of the logs, we set the invocation
frequency to one hour, to avoid frequent invocations where there
are no events to be processed. The invocation frequency coincides
with the maximum delay of a violation detection, i.e., in the worst
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Figure 10: Analysis Time for Engine Variants (ϕ1 - x100)
case, a violation will occur just after the loop and will be detected
at the next invocation which in this case is exactly after one hour.
The C module of InTempo as well as the function κ (Section 5),
that derives the cut-off points used by P module of IT⟳+P , are
executed only once during the setup of the loop. Each experiment
proceeds as follows: Events from the logs are processed and changes
are made to the RTMH; The loop is invoked at the predefined in-
tervals which includes the analysis activity, where the M module
executes queries that search for violations of ϕ1 and ϕ2 (see Sec-
tion 3.2) that constitute adaptation issues, and the T module per-
forms transformations corresponding to adaptation actions; Then,
for IT⟳+P , maintenance is done and matches are recomputed.
The experiments simulate the data in real, x10, and x100 logs.
Each experiment entails the execution of one variant measured
for one performance aspect (time or memory). Fig. 8 and Fig. 9
depict the cumulative time (in logarithmic scale) for each of the
measured loop activities and the reaction, i.e. total, time for ϕ1 and
ϕ2. As expected, the results are mainly influenced by the analysis
activity, which is when issues are detected. Two parameters in the
conducted experiments increase simultaneously: first, the number
of processed events (total number and per loop) and, second, the
size of the RTMH over which the queries are executed. The analysis
time of IT⟳ increases with respect to these two parameters but at
a smaller pace. Thanks to pruning, IT⟳+P’s analysis time increases
yet at a considerably smaller pace compared to IT⟳. However,
since pruning forces a re-computation of the results, the time it
requires is non-negligible. The analysis time for each loop of the
two variants for the x100 log is shown in Fig. 10. The pruning of
RTMH allows the analysis time of IT⟳+P to remain constant.
6.3 Comparison to State-of-the-art Tool
During the analysis activity, InTempo processes a sequence of
events which represents an ongoing system execution and checks
whether the observed sequence (captured in the RTMH) satisfies a
formal specification (captured by one or more MTGCs). This mon-
itoring approach is also known as Runtime Monitoring (RM) [3]
and we therefore employ a prominent RM tool in order to acquire
a baseline for the performance of IT⟳ and IT⟳+P in detecting
issues during analysis. We compare to MonPoly [5, 6], a mature
Table 1: Memory Consumption (max) for ϕ1 (MB)
real x10 x100
IT⟳ 43 174 1544
IT⟳+P 29 30 33
MonPoly 20 31 165
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Figure 11: Total Experiment Time vs.MonPoly for ϕ1
command-line tool which notably combines an adequately expres-
sive specification language with an efficient incremental monitor-
ing algorithm and has been the reference point in evaluations of
other RM tools [20, 36] and among top-performers in an RM com-
petition [4]. Its specification language is the Metric First-Order
Temporal Logic [5] (MFOTL) which employs first-order relations
to capture system entities and their relationships. The usage of a
temporal logic facilitates the translation of temporal requirements
between MonPoly and our implementation. For the encoding of
the SHS metamodel by relations we translate each edge following
standard practices (cf. [46]) and each vertex into a relation with an
arity that depends on the number of class attributes. Based on this
encoding, we translate each log event into a series of relations.
Encoding a graph pattern in MFOTL requires an explicit defi-
nition of the expected temporal ordering of the events that corre-
sponds to the order of creation of the elements in the simulation.
To emulate pattern matching, we would therefore have to build
an MFOTL formula that would consider all possible events as a
start for matching the pattern and then search in the past of the
execution or in the present for the rest of the events.3 Leveraging
the knowledge of the actual order in which events occur in the sim-
ulation, we simplify the formulas forMonPoly by formulating only
the correct ordering. This creates an advantage forMonPoly in the
comparison with our implementation. The difficulties in emulating
pattern matching withMonPoly indicate the tool is sub-optimal
for graph-based models and pattern matching. We map ϕ1 in a
straightforward manner to its MFOTL equivalent, i.e., the temporal
operators remain intact and relation fragments are used instead of
patterns. This is not possible for ϕ2, asMonPoly restricts the use of
negation in this case. It does so for reasons of monitorability, as the
tool assumes an infinite domain of values, and the negation of p1.1
at a given time point when it does not exist is satisfied by infinite
values and thus non-monitorable. In the following, we compare to
MonPoly only for ϕ1.
We acquire the baseline by executing MonPoly only once at the
end of each simulation. The latest MonPoly version (1.1.9) was
used and run on the same machine as the implementation variants.
The results for the execution time (in seconds) for x100, which
emphasizes the trends of smaller logs, are shown in Fig. 11. The
results are compared to the total experiment time (not only analysis
time) of our variants as other adaptation-related activities could
affect their analysis times. Issue detection withMonPoly is faster
than IT⟳, however, IT⟳+P , due to pruning, outperformsMonPoly.
Table 1 shows similar results for memory consumption.
3Since MonPoly outputs the time point of a violation, forward-looking matching, i.e.,
matching a relation in the past and subsequently searching for other relations in its
future, would not produce the desired result as it would always only output the time
point the first violating relation was matched.
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6.4 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity concern the experimental setting. We
systematically evaluated IT⟳, IT⟳+P , and MonPoly by using a
controlled simulation of an SHS. Our focus was the effects of incre-
mental pattern matching and pruning on the time- and memory-
scalability of the variants measured during the analysis activity of
the adaptation loop. To solely focus on these effects, the two vari-
ants share identical monitoring, planning, and execution activities
and they use the same architectural metamodel. MonPoly is evalu-
ated only on the analysis. The experiments draw from an example
where instructions are deterministic. Moreover, the experiments
simulate multiple input logs with different properties to allow for
testing the variants in different circumstances such as increasing
system load. The logs used are either real data or data extracted
from real data employing sophisticated statistical bootstrapping.
Threats to external validity may restrict the generalization of
our evaluation results outside the scope of our experiments. We
evaluated our querying scheme on simulated real and synthetic data
while enacting an instruction from a real medical guideline [47]. Our
SHS metamodel is influenced by a peer-reviewed self-adaptation
artifact. As a result, we have confidence that our evaluation, to a
certain extent, holds for real scenarios. While our experiments can
serve as an indication to the scalability of our querying scheme,
quantitative claims on scalability require more extensive simulation
scenarios taking into consideration real IoT device properties, such
as memory.MonPoly is not built for pattern matching and our em-
ulation of the latter might have room for improvement.MonPoly’s
semantics is point-based while the semantics of MTGL (and thus of
our implementation) is interval-based. This fundamental difference
did not impact our experiments but might influence more extensive
comparisons. For the property that MonPoly could not monitor,
there might exist equivalent, monitorable MFOTL formulas which,
however, would not correspond to the MTGC straightforwardly.
7 RELATEDWORK
The efficient storage of historical data from the system execution in
a (graph-based) model has been the focus of extensive research, e.g.
temporal graphs [35], the same is not true however for the scalable
querying and the sustainability of runtime models [10]. Recent
works build on a database, either graph- [26] or map-based [32]
to store model versions which are queried by means of an OCL
extension that supports temporal primitives. Neither [26] nor [32]
consider an online setting where query matches can be utilized
while the system is running. In an online setting, storing multiple
versions of the model and accesses to a database storage take a sig-
nificant toll on real-time querying performance (the latter indicated
by the evaluation in [32]), especially for far-reaching past queries.
To improve performance, the authors in [26] provide the capability
to a priori manually annotate such queries, such that their matches
are pre-computed while the system evolves, which, however, is au-
tomatically achieved by the temporal GDN of InTempo. Moreover,
InTempo uses an in-memory representation of the model, as shared
memory space generally makes the real-time querying faster, which
is key for the online setting and the (adaptive) systems of interest
in this work. Finally, a solution for the perpetual accumulation of
historical data is missing from both [26] and [32].
The setting of our case-study resembles streaming [18] and active
model transformations [7] where the model and query results are
assumed to be continuously updated by a stream of model elements
or events that are mapped to model elements. These paradigms
increase demands on the performance of the pattern matching,
which previous approaches have met via employing incremental
query evaluation frameworks [56] (similarly to InTempo) and the
distribution of pattern matching [55]. The approach in [21, 22]
generates events when patterns are matched and then employs
complex event processing to check whether generated events occur
within a given time window, thus capturing, albeit compositely and
to a certain extent, temporal requirements on matched patterns.
Contrary to these approaches, InTempo natively encompasses the
history of model evolution in the model representation, the query
specification language, as well as during pattern matching.
As previously mentioned, our setting is also related to Runtime
Monitoring (see Section 6.3). Besides MonPoly however, other
approaches provide no or only partial support for key features of
InTempo such as events containing data, temporal requirements, or
metric temporal operators: The work in [20] concerns propositional
events, i.e., containing no data, and is thus unsuitable for the use-
cases discussed in this paper; In [14, 15] an event-based scheme for
the incremental matching of graph patterns in a runtime model is
presented which however does not support the integration of model
queries and temporal requirements; the tool in [36, 37] employs
relations and discards unusable data (similar to pruning) but its
logic supports only past operators without intervals.
In [49] we presented a preliminary version of InTempo that is
based on an ad hoc, manual translation of a single, syntactically
restricted past MTGC that does not account for the aggregation of
matches and also presents an ad hoc, manual derivation of cut-off
points. The InTempo version presented here translates MTGCs and
derives cut-off points automatically. Moreover, it introduces the
required concepts and facilities for aggregating matches, supports
both past and future operators, and enables a complete adaptation
loop. In [51] we presented the formal foundation for the transla-
tion of a syntactically restricted MTGC to an NGC which is then
checked against an event-based execution aggregated in an RTMH-
like graph. However, the approach does not consider model queries,
rather a non-incremental satisfaction check of the MTGC, nor does
it consider past operators or a means to limit data accumulation.
8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We have introduced a querying scheme where graph-based model
queries are integrated with temporal requirements on patterns,
formulated in a temporal graph logic. Our scheme enables the
incremental execution of queries over runtime models with history.
Building on self-adaptive systems, in our case-study query matches
capture adaptation issues in the runtime model which are handled
by in-place model transformations. Our scheme offers the option to
retain in the model only information that are relevant to the query
executions.We present an implementation which we evaluate based
on a simulation of both real as well as synthetic data and compare
its efficiency in detecting issues to a relevant monitoring tool.
As future work, we plan to present a formalization of our ap-
proach, integrate more sophisticated decision-making schemes in
A Scalable Querying Scheme for Memory-efficient Runtime Models with History MODELS ’20, October 18–23, 2020, Montreal, QC, Canada
the planning phase, improve the performance of our implemen-
tation by employing indexing structures that can index matches
based on their intervals, and evaluate the performance of other
incremental query evaluation frameworks such as RETE networks.
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